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Lipid composition and molecular interactions change with depth in
the avian stratum corneum to regulate cutaneous water loss

ABSTRACT
The outermost 10–20 µm of the epidermis, the stratum corneum (SC),
consists of flat, dead cells embedded in a matrix of intercellular lipids.
These lipids regulate cutaneous water loss (CWL), which accounts
for over half of total water loss in birds. However, the mechanisms by
which lipids are able to regulate CWL and how these mechanisms
change with depth in the SC are poorly understood. We used
attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
(ATR-FTIR) to measure lipid–lipid and lipid–water interactions as a
function of depth in the SC of house sparrows (Passer domesticus
Linnaeus) in the winter and summer. We then compared these
molecular interactions at each depth with lipid composition at the
same depth. We found that in both groups, water content increased
with depth in the SC, and likely contributed to greater numbers of
gauche defects in lipids in deeper levels of the SC. In winter-caught
birds, which had lower rates of CWL than summer-caught birds, water
exhibited stronger hydrogen bonding in deeper layers of the SC, and
these strong hydrogen bonds were associated with greater amounts
of polar lipids such as ceramides and cerebrosides. Based on these
data, we propose a model by which polar lipids in deep levels of the
SC form strong hydrogen bonds with water molecules to increase the
viscosity of water and slow the permeation of water through the SC.
KEY WORDS: Lipids, Skin, Infrared spectroscopy, Birds,
Tape stripping

INTRODUCTION

In birds, total evaporative water loss has been shown to be the major
route of water loss, accounting for five times the water lost through
urine and feces in many small species (Williams and Tieleman,
2005, 2000; Bartholomew, 1972; Dawson, 1982). Because
cutaneous water loss (CWL) accounts for approximately 65%
of total evaporative water loss (Tieleman and Williams, 2002;
Ro and Williams, 2010), the rate of CWL plays an important role
in determining water and heat balance in birds (Champagne
et al., 2012; Muñoz-Garcia and Williams, 2007). The primary
barrier to CWL, the stratum corneum (SC) spans the outermost
10–20 µm of the avian integument, and is composed of flat,
dead cells called corneocytes connected by protein bridges called
corneodesmosomes, all embedded within a lipid matrix (Bouwstra,
1997). Some lipids within the matrix of the SC are covalently bound
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to the corneocytes (Wertz and Downing, 1987; Gu et al., 2008),
whereas others occupy the intercellular space in layers called
lamellae (Wertz and Downing, 1982). These lamellar lipids are
arranged in either bilayers (Wertz and Downing, 1982; Champagne
et al., 2012) or trilayers (Bouwstra et al., 2000; Muñoz-Garcia et al.,
2008a), and appear to serve as the primary barrier to CWL (Clement
et al., 2012). Lamellar lipids in the avian SC consist primarily of
cholesterol esters, fatty acid methyl esters, triacylglycerols, free fatty
acids, cholesterol, ceramides and cerebrosides, the last of these
being a ceramide with a glucose moiety attached to the headgroup
(Menon et al., 1986; Haugen et al., 2003; Muñoz-Garcia et al.,
2006; Ro and Williams, 2010). The composition and attendant
organization of these lipid classes affects the rate of CWL
(Champagne et al., 2012). Previous studies on birds have found
that higher amounts of free fatty acids and triacylglycerols within
the SC are associated with higher rates of CWL, whereas more polar
ceramides and cerebrosides are associated with lower rates of CWL
(Haugen et al., 2003; Muñoz-Garcia et al., 2008a,b; Champagne
et al., 2012). Cerebrosides are thought to be especially important in
regulating CWL, as they account for approximately one-third of all
lipids in the SC in birds, and occur in greater amounts in the SC of
birds acclimated to cold, dry conditions than in birds acclimated
to warmer, more humid conditions (Muñoz-Garcia et al., 2008a).
The potential role of cerebrosides in reducing water loss in birds
is especially striking because cerebrosides are not present in
mammalian skin except in individuals with a pathological condition
called Gaucher disease, a disease characterized by dry, scaly skin
and abnormally high rates of CWL. In humans with Gaucher
disease, CWL is thought to be higher because the bulky sugar
moieties of cerebrosides disrupt packing of the lamellar lipids
(Holleran et al., 1994). The observation that cerebrosides exert an
opposite effect on CWL to that seen in mammals suggests that the
mechanisms by which lipids of the SC interact with each other and
with water remain a fundamental problem that we do not understand
in birds, or in humans with Gaucher disease.
Although it is generally agreed that water passes through lipid
lamellae as it diffuses through the SC (Simonetti et al., 1995;
Meuwissen et al., 1998), the specific molecular interactions that
occur between lipid and water molecules during the diffusional
process are relatively unknown. It is thought that water molecules
permeate through lamellae by inserting between hydrophilic lipid
headgroups to increase spacing between lipid molecules (Golden
et al., 1986; Alonso et al., 1996). This increase in intermolecular
distance disrupts the normal trans configuration of the hydrophobic
alkyl chains of the lipids and causes some carbon–carbon bonds to
rotate approximately 120 deg to create gauche defects in the alkyl
chains. Because of these defects, ‘kinks’ appear in the alkyl chains,
with more severe kinks appearing when the gauche defect occurs
close to the lipid headgroup rather than near the ω end of the chain
(Liang et al., 1994). The kinks caused by the gauche defects create
‘holes’ in the hydrophobic space of the lamellae through which
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acclimatized to either a cold, dry winter environment or a warm,
humid summer environment. We correlated information on these
molecular interactions with the lipid composition of each layer and
related both data sets with changes in CWL that we observed
between seasons. Our results offer compelling evidence that the
distribution of water and lipids is not uniform with depth in avian
SC, and these differences in water and lipid content correlate with
concurrent changes in water–water and water–lipid interactions.
Water and lipid content and their associated molecular interactions
also change seasonally, which is reflected in changes in CWL, and
these changes may help birds maintain heat and water balance in
disparate environmental conditions.
RESULTS
CWL

House sparrows captured in the summer lost an average of 47.78 mg
H2O cm−2 per day through their skin, whereas birds captured in the
winter averaged 25.87 mg H2O cm−2 per day, a difference that was
significant (t16=4.12, P=0.001).
Depth of the SC

The depth of SC removed from the surface of each house sparrow
via tape stripping varied as a function of tape strip number
(F1,15.3=1057.74, P<0.001), season (F1,129.2=38.62, P<0.001), and
the interaction (F1,137.7=61.35, P<0.001). Tape strips of house
sparrows captured in the summer removed 0.43±0.04 µm of SC
with the first tape strip and 0.23±0.01 µm SC with subsequent strips.
Tape strips of house sparrows captured in the winter removed 0.19±
0.03 µm with the first strip and 0.16±0.01 µm per strip thereafter
(Fig. 1; F3,140=1132.81, P<0.001, R 2=0.96). The amount of SC
removed from winter- and summer-caught birds differed
significantly for the first strip (P<0.001) and for the rate of
removal (P<0.001).
ATR spectra

We identified five peaks of absorbance in our analysis of house
sparrow skin: OH stretching peaks at ∼3500 and ∼3300 cm−1, a CH
stretching peak at ∼3080 cm−1, a CH2 asymmetric stretching peak
at ∼2950 cm−1, a CH2 symmetric stretching peak at ∼2850 cm−1,
and an H2O combination band at ∼2100 cm−1 (Fig. 2). The first OH
stretching peak (∼3500 cm−1) had a mean absorbance peak of
3458.06±7.34 cm−1 at the skin surface and increased linearly at a
rate of 17.80±3.52 cm−1 µm−1 SC exposed by tape stripping in both
groups of birds (supplementary material Fig. S1A; F1,139.37=25.62,
P<0.001). The second OH stretching peak (∼3300 cm−1) absorbed
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Fig. 1. Increase in stratum corneum (SC) depth as a function of tape strip
number for summer and winter house sparrows. Summer birds are
indicated by black circles, and winter birds by white circles. Error bars indicate
standard error for each tape strip.
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water molecules can pass and thus the number of gauche defects
may indicate the rate at which water is moving through the SC (Potts
and Francoeur, 1990).
In addition to the intermolecular interactions taking place in the
hydrophobic space within lamellae, hydrophilic interactions
between water and lipid headgroups may also influence CWL. In
birds, ceramide and cerebroside headgroups are thought to play a
major role in preventing water permeation through lipid layers, as
more polar headgroups may form strong hydrogen bonds with each
other and consequently influence water infiltration (Adams and
Allen, 2013). In current models of lipid organization within the
avian SC, glucose moieties of cerebrosides project into the
hydrophilic space outside lipid layers (Champagne et al., 2012).
Because of this orientation, the sugar moieties of cerebrosides may
slow the rate of CWL by forming strong hydrogen bonds with
adjacent water molecules to form a primary solvation shell (Bach
et al., 1982). Although these strong hydrogen bonds weaken the
hydrogen bonding of water molecules outside the solvation shell
(Gallina et al., 2006), the strong hydrogen bonds formed within the
solvation shell increase the overall viscosity of the water, which may
slow the rate of permeation through the SC (Comesaña et al., 2003;
Clement et al., 2012; Champagne et al., 2012). Current models
remain speculative and do not address variation in molecular
interactions in different layers of the SC, or how this variation
affects the rate of CWL.
Although most studies correlating barrier properties of the SC
with lipid composition have assumed uniform water flux and lipid
composition throughout the thickness of the SC, several studies on
human SC have shown that water content increases in deeper layers
of the SC (Warner et al., 1988; Bommannan et al., 1990; Boncheva
et al., 2009). Furthermore, tape-stripping experiments on human SC
show that overall lipid content decreases with depth in the
uppermost 2 µm of the SC as corneocyte volume increases, and
remains constant thereafter (Bommannan et al., 1990). The
composition of lamellar lipids in human SC also changes with
depth, as the proportion of free fatty acids decreases by over half
whereas ceramides and cholesterol exhibit small proportional
increases with depth (Bonté et al., 1997; Weerheim and Ponec,
2001). The high proportion of free fatty acids in the upper 2 µm of
human SC is thought to cause the greater amount of gauche defects
observed by infrared spectroscopy in this layer (Bommannan et al.,
1990).
Human models of lipid content and molecular organization
throughout the depth of the SC are inappropriate for predicting the
depth profile of avian SC and assessing its effects on CWL for
several reasons. First, some of the free fatty acids in the upper SC of
humans are sebaceous in origin (Bommannan et al., 1990), and
birds lack sebaceous glands (Matoltsy, 1969). Second, healthy
human SC does not contain cerebrosides, which may affect water
content and the strength of hydrogen bonding among lipid and water
molecules in avian SC. Finally, the effects of acclimation to
different temperature and humidity regimes on the depth profile of
the SC have not been investigated, despite the fact that these
variables affect CWL in birds (Muñoz-Garcia et al., 2008a).
In this study, we integrated methods in physical chemistry,
analytical chemistry and whole-organism physiology to understand
how the SC of birds regulates CWL in response to changes in their
environment. We first used tape stripping and attenuated total
reflectance Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) to
assess hydrogen bond strength, the relative amount of gauche
defects in lipid alkyl chains, and water content throughout 10 layers
of the SC in house sparrows (Passer domesticus Linnaeus)
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Fig. 2. Absorbance spectrum from a layer of house sparrow SC for
wavenumbers between 4000 and 1800 cm−1. OH stretching, CH2 symmetric
(S) stretching and H2O combination absorbance regions are indicated by
arrows. The OH stretching region is shown with two component peaks
separated by peak-fitting software into a peak at ∼3500 cm−1 (dashed line) and
a peak at ∼3300 cm−1 (dotted line).

light at a mean of 3263.64±4.84 cm−1 at the skin surface of winter
birds and 3250.72±5.34 cm−1 in summer birds (F1,16.68=5.85,
P=0.027). The peak increased linearly in frequency in both groups
of birds at a rate of 8.70±2.07 cm−1 µm−1 (supplementary material
Fig. S1B; F1,137.84=17.62). These data may indicate a slight
decrease in intermolecular hydrogen bond strength in deeper layers,
although these peak positions may be interfered with by other
nearby peaks (Miranda et al., 1998; Wolkers et al., 2004; Tang et al.,
2011). However, with increasing SC depth, the ratio of the area
of the ∼3300 cm−1 OH stretching peak relative to the area of
the ∼3500 cm−1 peak increased in both groups of birds
(F1,137.42=14.72, P<0.001) indicating an increase in the number of
strong intermolecular hydrogen bonds or overall hydrogen bonding
strength as a function of depth. This ratio also differed between
seasons (F1,108.97=5.64, P=0.02) and with the interaction between
depth and season (F1,137.42=11.41, P=0.001). Overall, the ratio
increased at a higher rate in winter birds, though summer birds
exhibited a higher initial ratio (Fig. 3). These data indicate stronger
intermolecular hydrogen bonding in deeper layers of the SC in
winter birds than in summer birds.
The CH2 symmetric stretching peak absorbed IR light at a
frequency of 2848.42±0.12 cm−1 at the skin surface and frequency
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Fig. 4. Change in the peak position for the CH2 symmetric stretching peak
as a function of depth for both treatment groups. Summer birds are
indicated by black circles and a solid line, winter birds are indicated by white
circles and a dashed line. Depth is based on the maximum penetration of an
evanescent wave at 2850 cm−1.

increased linearly with depth at a rate of 0.50±0.06 cm−1 µm−1 SC
exposed by tape stripping in both groups of birds (Fig. 4;
F1,145.57=64.56, P<0.001), indicating an increase in gauche
defects as a function of depth.
The area of the H2O combination band increased as a function of
depth (F1,138.35=152.68, P<0.001) and increased at a greater rate in
summer birds (Fig. 5; F1,138.35=4.62, P=0.03), indicating increasing
water content in deeper layers of the SC, especially in summer birds.
Additionally, this increasing water content was positively correlated
with the relative amount of gauche conformers in lipids
(F1,150=196.08, P<0.001, R 2=0.57). However, the amount of
water did not affect the strength of intermolecular hydrogen
bonding as measured by the ratio of the ∼3300 cm−1 to the
∼3500 cm−1 peaks (F1,150=0.236, P=0.63).
Lipids

In each layer of the SC, we identified cholesterol ester, fatty acid
methyl ester, triacylglycerols, free fatty acid, cholesterol, ceramide I,
ceramide II and cerebroside (supplementary material Fig. S2). As SC
depth increased, total lipid content relative to protein increased in both
groups of birds (F1,123.08=4.13, P=0.04). However, winter birds had
greater total lipid content in superficial layers of the SC, and thus had
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Fig. 3. Change in the ratio of the low energy OH stretching peak
(∼3300 cm−1) to the high energy OH stretching peak (∼3500 cm−1).
Summer birds are indicated by black circles and a solid line, winter birds are
indicated by white circles and a dashed line. Depth is based on the maximum
penetration of an evanescent wave at 3400 cm−1.
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Fig. 5. Change in the H2O combination band area as a function of depth.
Summer birds are indicated by black circles and a solid line, winter birds are
indicated by white circles and a dashed line. Depth is based on the maximum
penetration of an evanescent wave at 2100 cm−1.
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We have shown that water, lipid content and molecular organization
change with depth in the SC of birds. Furthermore, we have shown
that birds modify the locations of certain lipid classes seasonally,
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Fig. 6. Change in lipid concentration as a function of depth. (A) Total lipid,
(B) free fatty acid (FFA) and (C) ceramide I. Summer birds are indicated by
black circles and a solid line, winter birds are indicated by white circles and a
dashed line.
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Fig. 7. Change in cholesterol ester concentration for both treatment
groups as a function of depth. Summer birds are indicated by black circles
and a solid line, winter birds are indicated by white circles and a dashed line.

likely to acclimatize to changes in temperature and humidity and
thus maintain heat and water balance even in cold, dry conditions.
In both winter- and summer-acclimatized house sparrows, the
amount of water increased linearly with SC depth, a pattern that is
consistent with studies done on humans (Warner et al., 1988;
Boncheva et al., 2009). This increase in water content was positively
correlated with the number of gauche defects present in the
associated lipid lamellae. These data indicate that more water
molecules are permeating through lipid lamellae in the deeper
stratum corneum, creating ‘holes’ in the hydrophobic space of lipid
bilayers (Golden et al., 1986; Potts and Francoeur, 1990). In more
superficial layers of the SC, fewer gauche defects were observed in
lipid chains, which may be related to the lower water content in these
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Fig. 8. Change in cerebroside and ceramide II concentration as a function
of depth. (A) Cerebroside, (B) ceramide II. Summer birds are indicated by
black circles and solid line, winter birds are indicated by white circles and
dashed line.
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DISCUSSION
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more lipids overall (Fig. 6A; F1,14.41=12.21, P=0.003). All lipid
classes showed a linear relationship with SC depth except for
cholesterol ester, which varied as an inverse function with depth. Free
fatty acids and ceramide I also increased with depth in both groups of
birds (F1,17.22=6.42, P=0.02 and F1,15.47=11.54, P=0.004,
respectively), but winter birds had greater amounts of both lipid
classes overall (Fig. 6B,C; F1,14.31=17.17, P=0.001 and F1,16.25=5.62,
P=0.03, respectively). Cholesterol ester decreased with depth in
both groups of birds (F1,141.68=70.14, P<0.001), but this decrease
occurred at a higher rate in summer birds (Fig. 7; F1,141.68=4.50,
P=0.04). Cerebrosides and ceramide II increased with depth in both
groups of birds (F1,144.29=44.83, P<0.001 and F1,144.31=23.66,
P<0.001, respectively), but increased at a higher rate in winter birds
(Fig. 8A,B; F1,144.29=5.23, P=0.02 and F1,144.31=7.20, P=0.01,
respectively). Cholesterol, triacylglycerols and fatty acid methyl ester
content did not change as a function of depth or season.
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layers. A second explanation for the smaller number of gauche
defects in superficial layers of the SC is that lipid lamellae in these
layers often tear apart from one another during the desquamation
process (Chapman and Walsh, 1990; Rawlings et al., 1995), thus
creating gaps through which water can evaporate without having to
pass through lipid bilayers. This non-lipid-mediated evaporative
pathway would speed the rate of evaporation in these layers and
further reduce the amount of water disrupting lipid bilayers.
In addition to water, lipid composition may also affect the relative
number of gauche defects in a lipid bilayer. In general, more polar
lipids with short, saturated alkyl chains of uniform length pack more
closely, and are thus less prone to gauche defects than lipids that are
more non-polar and have long, unsaturated chains of variable length
(Casal and McElhaney, 1990; Adams and Allen, 2013). However,
we could not find a clear pattern of polarity or chain length with
respect to depth in the SC, and our method of thin layer
chromatography cannot detect the degree of saturation. These data
for house sparrows suggest that unlike in human systems, where the
number of gauche defects is negatively associated with water
content, but positively associated with free fatty acid content
(Bommannan et al., 1990; Bonté et al., 1997; Weerheim and Ponec,
2001), water is the main driver of SC lipid disorder in avian systems.
Despite the fact that gauche defects appeared to be more
correlated with water content than with lipid composition, our data
suggest that, like in humans, birds exhibit biological control of lipid
content throughout the depth of the SC. For example, our finding
that cholesterol ester dramatically increases at the surface of the skin
in both groups of birds is similar to a pattern found in humans
(Freinkel and Aso, 1969). This increase is likely mediated by an
acyl-CoA-cholesterol transferase enzyme (Freinkel and Aso, 1971)
that is utilized by microbial communities on the surface of the
skin (Puhvel, 1975). In addition, cerebrosides, which increased
with depth in winter and summer birds, are broken down by
β-glucocerebrosidase within the SC (Cox et al., 2008). The action of
the enzymes that help modify cholesterol ester, cerebrosides and
other lipids is likely affected by the change in pH from neutral in
deeper layers to more acidic pH at the surface. In humans, the SC
changes from pH 7.0 at the base to pH 5.3–5.8 (Freinkel and Aso,
1969), and β-glucocerebrosidase functions best at pH values
ranging from 4.8 to 5.8 (Cox et al., 2008). The patterns we found
in cholesterol ester and cerebroside content throughout the thickness
of the SC suggest that these enzymes function primarily in
superficial layers of the SC, and thus a pH gradient similar to that
in humans exists in the SC of birds.
The differences we found in lipid depth profile between winter
and summer birds provide evidence that the modifications in lipid
composition throughout the depth of the SC affect CWL and are in
part a response to changes in environmental temperature and
humidity. Winter house sparrows, which were exposed to a low
temperature and vapor pressure, lost water at a lower rate than house
sparrows caught in the summer. These winter birds had more total
SC lipids relative to protein and, strikingly, more polar lipids in
deeper levels of the SC. Ceramide II, the more polar group of
ceramides, and cerebrosides increased at a greater rate with depth in
winter birds than in summer birds, indicating that these lipids play
an instrumental role in reducing CWL, especially in the deeper
levels of the SC. More polar lipids have been correlated with lower
rates of CWL in birds (Haugen et al., 2003; Muñoz-Garcia et al.,
2008a,b; Champagne et al., 2012).
The mechanism by which more polar ceramides and cerebrosides
inhibit water loss may involve the formation of strong hydrogen
bonds between polar lipid headgroups and adjacent lipid
3036
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headgroups to create a tight packing arrangement (Adams and
Allen, 2013).
Additionally, the headgroups of polar lipids may form strong
hydrogen bonds with water to alter its structure, thus sequestering it
in the SC (Champagne et al., 2012). Changes in the area of the OH
stretching peak with depth in our ATR-FTIR data provide evidence
that both of these mechanisms may be occurring in the deeper levels
of the SC of birds to reduce CWL. As depth increased, the ratio of
the ∼3300 cm−1 peak area relative to the ∼3500 cm−1 peak area
increased in both groups of birds, and this increase was greater in
winter birds. In general, these changes in the ratio may be attributed
to an increase in strong hydrogen bonding among water and
hydroxyl groups in deeper levels of the SC (Gallina et al., 2006).
The coincidence with depth between stronger hydrogen bonds and
more polar lipids such as ceramides and cerebrosides suggests that
these polar lipids are forming strong hydrogen bonds with adjacent
lipids and with adjacent water molecules as mechanisms of reducing
CWL. Although the increase in frequency we observed in both OH
stretching peaks as a function of depth indicates weakening of
hydrogen bonds and seems to provide contradictory evidence for
these mechanisms, these increases in frequency may reflect a
decrease in the hydrogen bonding strength of bulk water within the
SC, rather than hydrogen bonding between adjacent lipid
headgroups or between water and lipid headgroups. Indeed, the
hydrogen bonding of the bulk water is weakened as water molecules
are attracted by solutes and thus drawn out of a tetrahedral hydrogen
bonding structure (Gallina et al., 2006; Paolantoni et al., 2007).
Additionally, the frequencies of both OH peaks may have been
influenced by increases with depth in the absorbance of glucose from
cerebrosides (∼3350 cm−1; Wolkers et al., 2004) or water interacting
with carboxylic acid moieties of free fatty acids (∼3600 cm−1;
Miranda et al., 1998; Tang et al., 2011).
Forming strong hydrogen bonds with adjacent lipid headgroups
within a bilayer is one mechanism by which polar lipids such as
ceramides and cerebrosides may reduce CWL. As a result of these
strong headgroup interactions, water molecules may be impeded
from inserting themselves into spaces between lipid headgroups
(Adams and Allen, 2013; Golden et al., 1986; Alonso et al., 1996),
thus improving each bilayer’s resistance to water permeation.
Additionally, headgroup interactions may increase the cohesiveness
of the SC in general to make it less susceptible to mechanical stress
and therefore better able to maintain intact lipid barriers to water loss
(Chapman et al., 1991). The increased cohesiveness we observed in
winter-caught house sparrows may be at least partially explained by
the fact that these birds had greater amounts of ceramide II and
cerebrosides, although corneodesmosome strength between
corneocytes typically is more responsible for SC cohesiveness,
especially in low humidity environments (Chapman et al., 1991;
Simon et al., 2001).
A second mechanism by which polar lipids may reduce CWL is
by forming strong hydrogen bonds with adjacent water molecules.
The glucose moieties of cerebrosides may be especially important in
governing the structure of water, as they are thought to project
outside the lipid bilayers (Champagne et al., 2012; Adams and
Allen, 2013), where they may interact with four to nine water
molecules (Bach et al., 1982). We propose a model by which the
glucose moieties of cerebrosides form strong hydrogen bonds with
adjacent water molecules to form a primary solvation shell (Fig. 9).
As a result, the hydrogen bonds between water molecules in the
primary solvation shell and water molecules outside the shell are
disrupted, thus weakening hydrogen bonding structure of the water
just beyond the solvation shell (Gallina et al., 2006; Paolantoni
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et al., 2007). However, despite the weakening of hydrogen bonds in
water outside the solvation shell, the strong hydrogen bonding
between glucose moieties of cerebrosides and water molecules in
the first solvation shell increases the viscosity of the water and
potentially slows the rate of water permeation through the SC (Fuchs
and Kaatze, 2001; Comesaña et al., 2003).
Another factor that our model takes into consideration is the
potential steric hindrance that limits cerebroside molecules from
packing too closely together (Maggio et al., 2006; Adams and
Allen, 2013). Evidence suggests that when cerebrosides and free
fatty acids are mixed, the two form a miscible layer with free fatty
acids filling in the gaps between cerebroside molecules (Adams and
Allen, 2013). As free fatty acid content increases with SC depth, and
thus cerebroside content, we think that these molecules perform a
similar function in the deeper layers of the avian SC. Additionally,
in deeper layers of the SC where pH may be higher, free fatty acid
headgroups may be ionized to create a charged field in the
surrounding water molecules, thus further strengthening hydrogen
bonding in these layers (Miranda et al., 1998).
In conclusion, we found that water content increases with depth in
house sparrow SC. This increase in water content is correlated with
the presence of gauche defects in lipid alkyl chains, indicating that

water is moving through lipid bilayers in deeper levels of the SC
more than in superficial levels, where it may also evaporate through
physical gaps in the SC (Chapman and Walsh, 1990; Rawlings
et al., 1995). These differences in water content and alkyl chain
conformation are associated with changes in lipid content
throughout the depth of the SC, and these changes are likely
mediated by enzymes (Freinkel and Aso, 1971; Cox et al., 2008). A
consistent pattern that we found in lipid composition as a function of
depth was that ceramide II and cerebrosides increased with depth,
and these increases were more pronounced in winter-caught house
sparrows, which had lower rates of CWL. Because these increases
in ceramide II and cerebroside coincided with increases in strong
hydrogen bonding among water and hydroxyl groups, we
hypothesize that birds acclimatized to cold, dry conditions
upregulate the production of these lipids in the deeper SC as a
mechanism to increase lipid and water cohesion and thus reduce
CWL. Previous studies on how glucose affects the structure of water
(Gallina et al., 2006; Paolantoni et al., 2007) led us to propose a
model by which the glucose moieties of cerebrosides may interact
with water molecules to slow the rate of CWL in deeper levels of the
SC. Although this model is based on correlative data, further tests
with FTIR using deuterated water could separate interactions
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Fig. 9. Model of water organization between lamellar bilayers in the SC. Water molecules and free hydroxyls adjacent to hydroxyl groups on lipid headgroups
and glucose moieties of cerebrosides form strong hydrogen bonds with these hydroxyl groups (red and black water molecules and free hydroxyls), whereas the
bulk water (black and blue water molecules) forms weaker, but more frequent hydrogen bonds, thus making water more viscous. Water molecules that have
broken free of the bulk water will move through the hydrophobic space in lipid bilayers, causing gauche defects to occur in lipid alkyl chains.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Capture of birds

We captured house sparrows with mist nets during August 2012 (N=11:
summer birds) and January 2013 (N=8: winter birds) in Columbus, OH,
USA (40°00′N, 83°10′W). In the 3 weeks prior to capture of the sparrows,
the mean air temperature and dew point were 23 and 16°C, respectively,
for the summer birds and −1 and −5°C for the winter birds. All birds were
measured within 1–3 days of capture to minimize acclimation to laboratory
conditions (temperature and dew point approximately 22 and 12°C,
respectively). Sparrows were fed seeds and water ad libitum. Experiments
were approved by IACUC at The Ohio State University (2009A0074-R1).
CWL

We measured CWL using standard flow-through respirometry (Tieleman
and Williams, 2002; Ro and Williams, 2010). Our system separated CWL
from respiratory water loss by placing a mask over the bird’s bill to capture
respiratory water. Before each measurement, we fasted the bird for 2–3 h to
ensure post-absorptive conditions, then placed the bird in a water-jacketed
stainless steel metabolic chamber (29.5×21.5×28 cm) with a sealed
Plexiglas lid. A layer of mineral oil in the bottom of the chamber trapped
feces to exclude them as a source of water in measurements. A circulating
waterbath (Neslab RTE 7) maintained the chamber temperature at 30°C, a
temperature within the thermoneutral zone for house sparrows (Hudson and
Kimzey, 1966). To correct for differences in body mass between individuals,
we used Meeh’s equation (Meeh, 1879) with Rubner’s constant of 10
(Rubner, 1883) to calculate the surface area (in cm2) of each individual as:
Surface area ¼ 10  body mass0:667 ;

ð1Þ

where body mass is in grams. This surface area calculation allowed us
to express CWL as a function of skin surface area (Ro and Williams, 2010).
Attenuated ATR–FTIR

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) passes infrared light (4000–
400 cm−1) through a sample to study the characteristic vibrations and
associated vibrational structure of molecules. Chemical bonds within
molecules vibrate at unique frequencies, and absorb infrared light at that
same frequency. These characteristic absorptions are detected by FTIR as
transmittance ratios and converted to absorbance peaks. The intensity of
these peaks can provide information on the relative abundance of certain
molecules or bond types, and the frequency at which these peaks are
recorded provides information on relative bond strength, local environment
and molecular ordering.
Attenuated total reflectance FTIR (ATR-FTIR) uses the optical properties
of a crystal to measure chemical bond vibrations at the surface of a sample.
Briefly, the sample is placed in direct contact with a crystal, and an infrared
beam is passed into the crystal at or beyond the critical angle. The geometry
of the crystal permits almost total internal reflection, thus only an evanescent
light wave penetrates into the sample, then exits back through the crystal and
to the infrared-sensitive detector. The depth of penetration (d ) for this
evanescent wave is calculated as:
d¼

λ
2p ðn21 sin2 u  n21 Þ

;
1=2

ð2Þ

where λ is the wavelength of the infrared light, θ is the angle at which the
light is passed through the crystal, and n1 and n2 are the refractive indices of
the crystal and sample, respectively. In this study, λ ranged between 5.56
and 2.5 µm (1800 to 4000 cm−1) and θ was 45 deg. The refractive indices of
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a ZnSe crystal and the SC are approximately 2.435 (Li, 1984) and 1.55
(Duck, 1990), respectively. Therefore, penetration depth of the evanescent
wave was 0.531 µm at 1800 cm−1 and 1.115 µm at 4000 cm−1, with
intermediate values in between (Fig. 10). We analyzed the intensity and
position of each peak in accordance with the maximum penetration depth
calculated for that peak’s wavelength.
We killed birds by cervical dislocation, then immediately cut and plucked
the feathers surrounding the ventral apteria before sequentially pressing the
left and right sides of the ventral apteria to a ZnSe crystal, and collected
spectra with a Perkin Elmer (Spectrum 100) IR spectrometer equipped with
an ATR accessory (Smart SpeculATR, Thermo Electron Corporation,
Waltham, MA, USA) and a DTGS detector. We collected spectra at a
resolution of 0.5 cm−1 based on an average of 10 scans for each side. To
access deeper layers of the SC, we pressed Scotchbrand 600 transparent tape
(3M, St Paul, MN, USA) to each side of the ventral apteria and removed each
strip before collecting additional scans. We repeated this process 10 times to
acquire spectra for 10 layers of each bird’s SC. Tape strips were placed on a
Teflon sheet and stored at −20°C until subsequent lipid analysis.
Spectral analysis

We used the peak analyzer function of OriginPro 8.6 (OriginLab
Corporation, Northampton, MA, USA) software to identify the
frequencies and areas of absorbance peaks between 4000 and 1800 cm−1.
For each spectrum, we subtracted the baseline and specified six peaks to be
fitted: OH stretching peaks at ∼3500 and ∼3300 cm−1, a CH stretching peak
at ∼3080 cm−1, a CH2 asymmetric stretching peak at ∼2950 cm−1, a CH2
symmetric stretching peak at ∼2850 cm−1 and an H2O combination band at
∼2100 cm−1. We fitted Gaussian peaks to both OH stretching peaks and the
H2O combination band, and fitted Lorentzian peaks to the CH and CH2
peaks. All peaks were fitted to an R 2 value of 0.98 or greater. For our
analysis, we focused on the following three variables. (1) The frequency and
relative areas of the OH stretching peaks at ∼3500 and ∼3300 cm−1. These
peaks provide information on the strength of intermolecular hydrogen
bonding, and therefore can indicate the strength of bonds between lipid
headgroups as well as the relative amount of water influenced by elements
such as the sugar moiety of cerebrosides in the SC. The peak at ∼3500 cm−1
generally indicates hydrogen bond strength typical of free water or water
perturbed by the presence of ions and solutes (Liu et al., 2004), whereas the
peak at ∼3300 cm−1 indicates water in a more strongly hydrogen bonded
environment with adjacent water molecules, sometimes in a tetrahedral
bonding structure similar to that seen in ice (Du et al., 1993). As these peaks
change in size, the relative positions of the peaks may change, and these
peak positions may also provide information on the strength of hydrogen
bonding, as low frequency peaks indicate stronger hydrogen bonding
than high frequency peaks (Gallina et al., 2006). We assumed that the
OH stretching contribution from lipid headgroups and sugar moieties
was constant. (2) The frequency of the CH2 symmetric stretching peak at
∼2800 cm−1 is an indicator of the relative amount of gauche defects within
lipid alkyl chains. More gauche defects cause this peak to shift to a higher
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Fig. 10. Depth of penetration of an evanescent wave as a function of
wavenumber. Calculations are based on the refractive indices of a ZnSe
crystal and skin, and on an angle of incidence of 45 deg.
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between hydroxyl groups of lipids and interactions between water
molecules. These tests will allow us to better understand the
mechanism by which cerebrosides and other lipids interact with
water to alter its structure and produce a barrier to water loss.
Understanding these mechanisms will be critical to predicting the
response of birds to climate change (Williams et al., 2012),
especially in desert environments where birds may already be water
limited.

Depth of penetration (µm)
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frequency. (3) The H2O combination band is an indicator of SC water and
increases in area as water content increases (Potts et al., 1985).
Lipid extraction

For each layer removed by tape stripping, we combined strips taken from the
left and right sides of each bird to ensure each layer contained enough tissue
for suitable lipid analysis, and submerged them in 10 ml ethyl acetate:
methanol 1:4 (v:v) for 1 h to extract lipids. This procedure has been shown to
extract lipids without extracting any tape-associated compounds (Weerheim
and Ponec, 2001). After 1 h, the tape strips were removed from the test tube,
placed on a Teflon sheet, and frozen for later protein analysis. We evaporated
the solvent from the test tube at 50°C in a nitrogen manifold (N-EVAP,
model 11155-O, Organomation Associates, Berlin, MA, USA), and redissolved the lipids in 800 µl of chloroform:methanol 2:1 (v:v). We then
removed non-lipid material by adding 200 µl of distilled water, shaking the
mixture, allowing it to settle into an aqueous and an organic phase, and
extracting the organic phase for lipid analysis (Folch et al., 1957). The
organic phase was evaporated and dissolved in 25 µl of chloroform:methanol
2:1 with 5 mg ml−1 butylated hydroxytoluene. The aqueous phase was
evaporated and stored at −20°C for later analysis of protein content.
Quantification of intercellular lipids

We used 20×20 cm glass plates coated with silicic acid to a thickness of
0.25 mm (Adsorbosil-Plus 1, Altech, Deerfield, IL, USA) for thin layer
chromatography to analyze the amount of lipid classes in the each layer of the
SC. A 2:1 CHCl3:MeOH solution run to the top of the plates removed
contaminants prior to sample loading. Following this washing, we activated
the plates by heating them in an oven for 30 min at 110°C, and then scored
the silicic acid to create 13 separate lanes on each plate. For each sample, we
ran one plate to detect relatively polar lipids, such as cerebrosides, ceramides
and cholesterol, and a separate plate to detect non-polar lipids, such as free
fatty acids, triacylglycerols, methyl esters and cholesterol esters. Because
there was some variation in the degree of separation between ceramide
classes on the polar plates, we classified ceramides based on their Rf values
relative to the standard as either class I, the least polar, or class II, the most
polar, because the polarity of ceramides has been shown to be important in
CWL (Muñoz-Garcia et al., 2008a,b). We used a Hamilton syringe with a
Teflon-coated tip to load a set of five standards composed of each lipid class
dissolved in 2:1 chloroform:methanol at known concentrations on each plate.
Our standard mixes were diluted 1/2, 1/4, 1/8 and 1/16, respectively, relative
to the most concentrated standard to produce a range of lipid concentrations
with which we compared the samples. After loading the standards, we loaded
each sample into a lane, and then developed the plates. To separate polar
lipids, we developed the plate with chloroform:methanol:water 40:10:1, run
10 cm from the bottom, followed by chloroform:methanol:acetic acid
190:9:1, run 15 cm from the bottom, and finally hexane:ethyl ether:acetic
acid 70:30:1, run to the top. We developed non-polar plates with hexane:
ethyl ether:acetic acid 80:20:2, run to the top (Ro and Williams, 2010). After
developing the plates, we allowed them to dry, sprayed them with a solution
of 3% cupric acetate in 8% phosphoric acid, and heated them in an oven for
30 min at 180°C to char lipids for quantification. We scanned the charred
plates on a Hewlett-Packard scanner and quantified each lipid class with
image analysis software (TN Image; Nelson, 2003).
To calculate the amount of SC removed by tape stripping and to
standardize the lipid amount in each layer as a function of protein content, we
quantified the amount of protein on each pair of tape strips. We combined
each pair of strips with their associated aqueous extracts and immersed them
in 4 ml of 1 mol l−1 NaOH for 2 h with shaking to solubilize the protein.
After neutralizing the solution with 4 ml of 1 mol l−1 HCl and vortexing for
10 s, we used a Bio-Rad DC protein assay (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules,
CA, USA) and a FLUOstar Omega spectrophotometer (BMG Labtech, Cary,
NC, USA) to calculate the optical density of each solution. We calculated the
amount of protein (μg SC ml−1) as:
Protein ¼ ðOD750  0:0212Þ  ð0:0019Þ1 ;

ð3Þ

where OD750 is the optical density of the sample at 750 nm (Dreher et al.,
1998). We then measured the surface area of each tape strip pair with Image J

(NIH) and calculated the thickness of SC removed based on the finding that
100 µg cm−2 of protein corresponds to 1.9±0.2 µm of SC (Boncheva et al.,
2009). We recognize that because our calculation of depth in the avian SC
was based on an equation derived from human SC, our estimates of SC depth
may not be exact. However, we observed the same trends in lipid content and
FTIR-ATR absorbance whether we analyzed them as a function of strip
number or as a function of depth in SC that we calculated, and therefore the
trends we have found are robust. Furthermore, the main seasonal differences
in the SC are differences in lipid content and corneodesmosome strength
rather than corneocyte content, so we assume no differences in protein
content between seasons (Rawlings et al., 1994).
Statistics

We performed statistical tests with SPSS 22.0 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA),
with statistical significance set at P≤0.05. To compare CWL between
summer and winter house sparrows, we used a t-test. We used linear mixed
models to compare protein content as a function of tape strip number, season
and the interaction. We used linear mixed models to compare ATR-FTIR
peak positions, peak areas and lipid content, respectively, as a function of
depth, season and the interaction. Where interactions were insignificant, we
dropped the interaction term and ran the linear mixed model to test only for
main effects. We obtained estimates of significant interaction terms by
running separate linear regression models for each season. To account for
repeated measurements on individuals, we included individuals as a random
variable in all linear mixed models. We used the curve estimation function in
SPSS to determine whether each variable varied as a linear, logarithmic or
inverse function with depth, and transformed variables as necessary. Values
are presented as means±s.e.
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